1. **Roll Call:** Selectwoman Cyr, Selectwoman Melissa Patterson, Selectman Doug Dixon were present.

2. **Secretary’s Report:** Selectwoman Cyr stated that Number 13: should read there would be a minimum of 4 parking spaces at the Walking Trails. Selectman Dixon noted that Number 6: should read River Herring Ordinance. Selectman Dixon motioned to accept, Selectwoman Cyr seconded. All in favor, Accepted as corrected.

3. **Abetments, Assessments Supplements:** None

4. **Citizens’ Concerns:** Becky Dixon spoke of changes in the Personnel Policy. Charles Kent had his picture taken with a Pilot, because he turned 100 years old.

5. **New Business:** Discussion with Gary Dixon about the potential for sewer lines being extended along the Neck Road.

6. **Grants:** Selectwoman Cyr is actively applying for grants to financial assist the Town with sewer on the Neck Road.

7. **Bids for the Pump Station Expansion:** Contractors can bid on the whole contract or they may bid on pieces of the project. Selectwoman Cyr recommended that putting out each job individual to allow contractors to keep prices competitive. Selectwoman Cyr motioned to have contractors respond to portions or to all to meet timeline, which is before the end of September. Selectwoman Patterson seconded, all in favor. Motion carries.

8. **Petition MSAD 49:** Selectwoman Cyr wanted to state for the record that there had been no discussion, or support from the Selectman. They are neither for nor against.

9. **Old Business:** Bog Road Bridge-No project yet.

10. **LED Lighting:** Selectman Dixon brought fourth information about the LED Lighting for the Town of Benton. There is no cost to the town. Selectwoman Patterson made a motion to
replace the lights with LED Lighting, Selectwoman Cyr seconded. All in favor, motion carries.

11. Cemetery Training: Training will begin in June.

12. Adjourn: Selectman Dixon motioned to adjourn at 6:55 p.m. Selectwoman Patterson seconded.